
Things have come a long way since and could not be a better venue to discuss trade 
network issues and I have been asked to offer some comments on vessel deployment 
impact from the perspective of the private sector TO, primarily as related to container 
operations.
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So let’s take a quick look at what’s trending globally – these headlines kind of sum it 
up
The ships are larger in most every trade with Cascading well into play – AZX from 5-
6000 to 8700’s overnight and not without some problems – airdraft, crane height in 
some ports, sailing draft light in others
Not only in US but Europe tested as well
Ports terminals continue to build/expand to accommodate
Unfortunately many carriers continue to suffer financially and some say congestion 
will linger for some time
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All the while the major players continue to build and add capacity – and majority of 
new orders now in mega ship class (alpha liner)  top 5 listed here ordered twice the 
capacity of the next 12 carriers combined
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And at the same time the uber alliances continue now representing over 90% of all 
capacity deployed/ordered with 2M the largest and its two members having the 
largest capacity on order.
As Revenues of 16 of the 20 largest carriers that publish their accounts, fell by 5% to 
$60 billion in the first half the alliances continue to push for cost reductions across 
the board as compensatory rates have been difficult to sustain in overcapacitied trade 
routes
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So the combined result of these global trends has put enormous pressure on 
infrastructure throughout the supply chain resulting in productivity declines and 
congestion in many key regions
Add to that a dash of labor woes on the USWC on top of already strained facilities 
and the impact seemed to grow exponentially 
Reduced productivity, no matter the responsible party, resulted in near gridlock in 
several locations on the west coast and also produced a surge of cargo on the USEC 
looking for safety valve alternatives to keep supply chains moving
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So how exactly do we define, identify congestion – love this definition state of being 
congested and synonyms
But at what point is the condition deemed congestion vs just being very busy?
I would say it is one of those things that you know it when you see it but how do we 
discern between just being very busy and congestion?
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When we begin to experience reductions in economic performance – and 
opportunity cost impacts emerge
This can be caused by a number of factors outside of pure labor issues – bunching of 
vessel arrivals, highway access limitations (rush hour, traffic), warehousing 
limitations, truck capacity limitations, regulatory requirements (emissions control, air 
quality), severe weather conditions (usec – snow, hurricane (sandy) but add to any of 
those a loss of productivity due to labor/management disagreements and 
exacerbates all of the above
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This is where the finger pointing usually begins with each member of the supply chain 
having their perspective on how and why they have been affected. Not sure I have a 
good answer for this one as each player has a dog in the hunt but sugffice to say that 
no one benefits from these conditions.
A TO will immediately recognize congestion cost increases – extra handling, moving 
3,4 times to deliver/load a box due space constraints in terminal or at rail, additional 
labor cost due drop in productivity increase in OT, added staffing, increase in injuries, 
damage and security costs.
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Marine terminal and roadway congestion are problems all major U.S. gateways will 
have to contend with in 2016 because the industry has yet to develop an effective 
strategy to handle the big ships that carrier alliances are deploying to fewer ports, 
according to a Federal Maritime Commission study released in July.
Two gateways, Los Angeles-Long Beach and New York-New Jersey, in 2014 handled 
47.7 percent of the loaded containers moving through U.S. ports, and the top 11 
ports handled 85.9 percent of the total 31.6 million loaded 20-foot container units, 
the FMC noted.
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Right about in line with projections from Kiplinger study for similar time period that 
projected a need for about 8 billion a year spend on port infrastructure to keep pace 
with growth of trade and future requirements
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Lines need to cooperate with ports to boost productivity, terminal exec says
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“Different lines can have very different operating styles, even when they are part of 
the same alliances. Some can do things in a very structured way and others can be 
very unstructured. There can still be some competitive dynamics there and they can 
still try to outmaneuver one another.”
Better stowage may offer the best chance of maximizing productivity and minimizing 
port stays, the executive said, adding that problems with stowage can reduce 
productivity by up to 50 percent when dealing with larger vessels.
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Generally ‘extra’ gates work out like this (markup included here):
Basic deliver/receipt on wheels: gate clerk(s) and yard clerk(s) ~17,000/shift
Peel off: gate cerk(s), yard clerk(s), 1-2 Top Loaders ~$15,000/shift
Full Service/RTG: gate cerk(s), yard clerk(s), RTG(s) ~$21,500/shift
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“The ability to cater to these larger vessels is going to be directly related to the ability 
to leverage scale,” said Henry Pringle, vice president of consulting firm AlixPartners. 
“To achieve that scale, there has to be some consolidation, whether it’s through 
collaboration or mergers.”
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Pick Rates 3% increase 2001 thru 2015 NY usec – uswc rates today not much different 
than 10 years ago.
Terminal pricing changes could offer $3 billion savings, McKinsey finds
Berthing fees based on a vessel’s length and lower charges per box. 
Extra payments for popular berthing slots
Discounts for efficient stowage
Charges for delays and inaccuracies
Rebates when terminals are at fault
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